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Overview
Connect with Visa to deliver the next generation of digital payment
solutions to your clients.
Now that you are ready to start planning your new Visa Direct program,
we will outline a few areas that originating entities should think about to
help prepare for what comes next. This guide will help you work through
specific considerations and help you decide if you should build a direct
connect solution or choose to partner with a preferred Visa partner that
has already established program functionality. Determining your ‘build’ or
‘buy’ strategy is just the beginning of your Visa Direct journey.

Originating
Entities

=
Acquirers

Service
Providers

Merchants

What is Visa Direct and how does it work?
For over 60 years, Visa has made it easier for consumers and businesses to purchase goods and services with debit, prepaid, and credit
cards. Visa Direct is a real-time payments platform that helps clients develop fast, simple and secure payment experiences, enabling
funds disbursements or person to person payments to be made to eligible card types. Card eligibility varies by country, you should
contact your Visa representative for details on eligibility in your region.
Consumers and businesses can experience Visa Direct through:
• Funds Disbursements enables businesses (merchants, government entities, or corporations) to send funds to a consumer’s
Visa account. Examples include insurance claims, corporate and manufacturing rebates, affiliate and contractor payouts, expense
reimbursements, and government disbursements (such as taypayer refunds).1
• Person to Person enables consumers to send funds to their Visa account or to another person’s Visa account for example, from
`me’ to me’, or from `me to you’, prepaid loads and credit card bill payment.1
Visa Direct works through Visa’s card systems using two types of VisaNet financial transactions: Original Credit Transactions (OCT) and
Account Fund Transactions (AFT). OCTs are used to push funds to an eligible debit, credit or prepaid card, and AFTs are used to pull
funds from an eligible debit or prepaid card. Regardless of how a Visa Direct program is enabled, each program must be sponsored by
a Visa acquirer and be submitted for Visa review and approval by the sponsoring acquirer. Refer to the Visa Direct Program Approval
page on Visa Online at www.visaonline.com for details on the approval process. Production transactions may not commence until a
Visa Direct program has been approved.
1

Use cases are for illustrative purposes only. Program providers are responsible for their programs and compliance with any applicable laws and regulations.
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Original Credit Transactions (OCT)
The OCT is a powerful transaction that delivers
funds directly to a recipient’s eligible card account.
This is a unique transaction type, with its own
field requirements, processing requirements and
economics.
Key characteristics of an OCT:

Funds Disbursement
Business to consumer (B2C)
Small Business disbursements (B2B)
Governement disbursements (G2C)

OCT push

AFT pull

Person-to-Person

• Good Funds Transaction: The OCT is a good
Money transfer
funds transaction, meaning that once the issuer
OCT push
approves the OCT authorization, the issuer is
guaranteed to receive money from Visa (via
Visa settlement). The acquirer cannot reverse an
OCT to pull funds back in the event of an error. However, there is a process to manage errors with Visa, using
Visa Resolve Online.
• Speed of funds availability: If the OCT is approved, the recipient issuer must make funds available in the recipients account
within the time specified by Visa Rules. Globally, Visa Rules for Fast Funds require that debit and prepaid issuers make funds
available in recipient account within 30 minutes of authorization. Except where Fast Funds capabilities have been mandated, Visa
Rules for conventional funds availability state that a recipient issuer must make funds from an incoming OCT available into the
recipient’s account within a maximum of 2 business days.

Account Funding Transactions (AFT)
AFT is a type of VisaNet purchase transaction that allows a service provider to fund an account from an eligible Visa card account in
order to “push” funds to a different account—either the cardholder’s or another person’s non-merchant account. The AFT is intended for
moving funds, not for purchasing goods and services or otherwise funding a merchant account. Funds from an AFT can be used to:
• Fund financial account such as a savings deposit or retirement account (e.g., use debit card issued by ‘Bank A’ to fund a new
DDA at ‘Bank B’)
• Fund a person-to-person (P2P) money transfer
• Fund a consumer’s digital wallet
• Load or top up a prepaid card account

Getting to know the players
Visa Direct uses the same four-party model as a traditional card transaction. Every transaction requires a merchant who originates the
transaction, an acquirer (and processor if needed); an issuer; and cardholder (person or business receiving the funds).
For traditional purchases, the merchant is the entity that is receiving payment, typically in exchange for goods and services. For Visa
Direct OCTs, the originating entity (acquirer, enabler or merchant) is the entity that is sending the funds, either for themselves as an
individual merchant, or as a service provider on behalf of their (possibly multiple) merchants as noted in the figure below.

Merchant

Enabler
(acquirer/processor)

Business who wants to
send funds to individual
or another business

Manages authorization,
capture and settlement

VisaNet

Issuer

Cardholder

Provides Net Settlement
Provides processing and
operational systems

Bank that is receiving
the funds for the
account holder

Recipient of funds
disbursed by merchant

Provides risk management
tools

Makes funds available
within 30 mins
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Eligible card types
OCTs are currently enabled for four types of consumer and business debit and credit cards (see table below). Card enablement varies
by market so please confirm with your Visa representative, which cards are enabled in your market.

Visa Consumer
Debit

Visa Small
Business Debit

Visa Reloadable
Prepaid

Visa
Credit

OCT Supported

4

4

4

Varies by Market

Issuer Treatment

Deposit to associated
bank account

Deposit to associated
bank account

Load to prepaid
account balance

Payment to
credit card account

Only for reloadable
accounts where issuer
has verified cardholder

OCT supported by issuers
Timing of funds
availability by the issuer

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast Funds

Fast Funds

Fast Funds

Varies by market2

See Visa Direct Original Credit Transaction (OCT) - Global Implementation Guide for details.
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What to think about before you build a new platform
Now it is time to figure out how you will set up your new push-to-card program, and
what functionality is necessary to get started.

How can a funds disbursement program benefit you?
Funds Disbursement is a service that uses the OCT to enable merchants, government entities, or businesses to push funds to an
eligible Visa card.

Faster funds delivery for recurring payments (ACH replacement)
With the ability to deliver funds to an eligible card in near real time,3 24x7x365, Visa Direct is an attractive alternative to ACH. For
example, ride share companies can now pay their drivers at the end of their shift, making funds available to the recipient account
within minutes, versus at the end of the week.4 While the most obvious benefit of speed accrues to the recipient, the payer also
benefits through improved relationship with the recipient.

Cost reduction for one time payments (check replacement)
For payers, an electronic Visa Direct transaction is typically less expensive than the expense of a check (e.g., check printing, mailing,
processing, customer service calls associated with lost checks). While beneficiaries are encouraged to accept disbursements via ACH,
providing their bank routing/account info for a one-time disbursement can be a hassle. With Visa Direct, the recipient simply needs
to provide his/her card number to receive the disbursement. The simpler user experience with Visa Direct encourages electronic
disbursements, saving the payer the expense related to checks. For example, insurance companies can now send auto or home claims
disbursements to their customers via Visa Direct instead of issuing and mailing a check.4 Governments can now use Visa Direct to
disburse taxpayer refunds.

Understanding the consumer’s user experience
Before you start any technical development to support a funds disbursement program, you should think about what the consumer’s
user experience is going to be based on the use case. The consumer is the customer of your client. For example, an insurance
business might be pushing funds to a consumer’s debit card.4 It is important to think through possible flows that might occur, so that
you can ensure that you will be able to support your client’s needs with their customers. The risk of not thinking about this up front is
that your platforms and systems may not be able to handle the use cases of your clients, which could limit your market opportunity.

Three types of customer engagement
White-label/Hosted portal
• Full service white-label payment portal accessed visa email/text
• Requires minimal integration
Widgets/iFrame
• Widget integrated into existing applications and systems
• Requires moderate integration
APIs
• Most flexible option to design end-to-end web/mobile experience
• Requires full integration
3
4

Actual fund availability depends on receiving financial institution and region.
Use cases are for illustrative purposes only. Program providers are responsible for their programs and compliance with any applicable laws and regulations.
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Here are some areas to think about
Experience flows
For each use case, clearly think through the user experience flows.
• How does push to card complement the payout methods already offered to consumers today?
• What parts of the flow are you willing to support with solutions or services?
• What parts would you expect a third party to do?
• What parts would you expect a client to do?
Consumer messaging
It is important that the merchant is able to communicate with the consumer and give them immediate feedback about their
disbursements.
• How will the consumer be able to clearly understand who to contact if they run into any problems and need more help (email
address, phone number)?
• How will the consumer get contacted about the disbursement?
• Will they get an email/text with a link? Will they log into an already existing portal?
• Will they log into a brand new claims portal?
Card capture
• What options do you have to collect PAN and possibly tokenize? Or do you expect a third party to provide?
Placement
Equal placement of push to card alongside other payment options gives the user the most convenience and flexibility.
• How will consumers be presented with the option to pay by card? What mediums (mobile or web?)
Consumer expectations
Make sure that merchants are setting expectations with consumers. For example, have clear messaging up front about the funds
availability timing and what will happen if a transaction decline occurs.

Examples of customer usage
Use cases are for illustrative purposes only. Program providers are responsible for their programs and compliance with any applicable laws and regulations. Actual funds
availability depends on receiving financial institution and region.

P&C (Property & Casualty Insurance)

Merchant Settlement
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Use cases are for illustrative purposes only. Program providers are responsible for their programs and compliance with any applicable laws and regulations.
Actual funds availability depends on receiving financial institution and region.

Jobs Marketplace

Sharing Economy

Airlines/Travel

Online Lending
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Solution approaches
Do you want to connect directly into Visa, or work with a processing partner?
It’s helpful to make an early assessment of solution approaches, carefully considering your desired time-to-market and level of
investment you are willing to make.
Developing a solution can be a complex undertaking, requiring support for all aspects of onboarding, transaction processing, exception
management, settlement, risk controls, reporting and customer service—not only for the initial launch but also for the lifespan of the
program.
The quickest and easiest way to launch a Visa Direct program is with an established service provider already offering Visa Direct
functionality. These providers have completed all the steps (outlined below) to launch a platform and establish connectivity to Visa.
Working with an established provider can improve your time-to-market and reduce resources needed to maintain your program.
For each solution approach, here are a few more details for your consideration. The information provided in this section is not intended to
be exhaustive. Contact your Visa representative to discuss business requirements and the right model for your business.
Direct Connect Solution

Service Provider Solution

Platform

Client is responsible for all aspects of
planning, development, implementation,
and support.

Service provider has built and is
responsible for all aspects of client
onboarding and support.

Processing Approach

In-house

Service provider

Technology

Platform development

Technology needs are provided by the
service provider.

Connection to Visa (API or ISO)
Required Investments
Here are some implications to consider
when you are deciding whether to build
a solution on your own, or work with a
partner that has established program
functionality in your market.

Higher Investment

Lighter Investment

Working with a partner can affect the level of required
investment to complete your implementation, which may
include the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtain Acquirer Sponsor
Anti-Money Laundering (AML)/Risk Controls and Monitoring
Assign Numerics (e.g. BINs)
Account Setup for Settlement Funds Transfer
Data Security Reviews (PCI/DSS)
Connectivity with VisaNet
Program Configuration in VisaNet (CIQ/CCM)
Testing
Transaction Reconciliation
Exception Management
Merchant/Customer Training
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Considering the necessities for an enabler
Whether you choose to build a disbursement platform, or engage with a service provider who has a market-ready solution, the
following outlines the essential functionality necessary to support push-to-card disbursements. A single service provider that
provides support for all functionality can help avoid any potential gaps in functionality. We have put together the following list of
considerations to help you think through requirements for a new program.

Card Capture and Verification
Pre-transaction processing

Transaction initiation and processing

Card Capture and Verification

Customer Support

PCI-compliant
card capture
widget
[1]

MOD-10
check
[4]

Merchant
tool
[6]

Recipient
Authentication
[9]

PAN
Tokenization
[2]

OCT
eligiblity
[5]

Account
messaging
[7]

Active
Accept
batch
account
payment
files
verification
[10]
[11]

Payment
Account
Number (PAN)
verification
[8]

‘Active
account’
verification
[11]

Virtual
terminal
[3]

Post transaction processing

Prevent
unecessary
declines
[12]

Merchant
education
[13]

Exceptions
process
[14]

Financial and Back Office Mgmt
Settlement
[15]

Custom
reporting
[18]

Account
funding
[16]

Support
plan
[19]

Risk
controls
[17]

Cross-border
F/X
[20]

[1] PCI-compliant card capture widget; web, mobile. Collect the PAN in a PCI-compliant manner and return token to merchant for
use to initiate payment.
[2] PAN Tokenization. Establish a process to store card data securely that is compliant with PCI standards. The Visa Token Service
(VTS) replaces a traditional card account number with a unique payment digital identifier or payment token, and restricts the use
of a payment token by device, merchant, transaction type or channel.
[3] Virtual Terminal. Set up a virtual terminal that will capture the Primary Account Number (PAN) by Customer Service
Representative (CSR).
[4] MOD-10 check. Validate PAN by performing a MOD-10 check to confirm that the recipient provided a potentially valid PAN.
[5] OCT Eligibility. Based on issuing BIN, using account lookup functionality, confirm that the card is eligible for receiving OCTs and
meets criteria of originating entity and merchant
• Card Type: What type of card is this (debit, credit, reloadable prepaid)?
• Country of Card Issuance: In which country is the card issued?
• OCT Enabled: Confirm that the card is enabled to receive OCTs
• Fast Funds Enabled: Confirm that card is Fast Funds enabled (you may want to restrict non-Fast Funds enabled cards)
[6] Merchant Tool. Develop a tool that merchants or clients can use to facilitate parameter setup for the cards they want to receive
payment.
Note: Originating entity can either provide these characteristics to the merchant and let merchant decide whether to attempt an
OCT to the card, or originating entity can validate that the card meets theirs and the merchant’s criteria and give the merchant a
“green light”.
[7] Account Messaging. Establish account messaging for accounts that are not eligible for OCTs. For example, “This is a credit card;
please enter a debit card”.
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[8] Payment Account Number (PAN) Validation. Validate that the recipient did not incorrectly enter a valid PAN that is not his/hers
by using CVV2/AVS check or prompting the recipient to enter their PAN twice.
[9] Recipient authentication. Verify that the person providing card/account details is the intended recipient. Account takeover
is a real risk with disbursements. To protect against this risk, the originating entity should implement risk mitigation tools to
authenticate the recipient, or advise merchant on how best to implement risk mitigation efforts themselves such as:
• Require recipient login: Require recipient to provide login/password to payer page or app (e.g., recipient logs into
insurance company site to provide debit card).
• IP address matching (recommendation): Validate that the IP address from which the recipient is providing the PAN
matches IP addresses that the merchant has previously seen for this individual.
• Two-factor Authentication (recommendation): After collecting PAN, send a text or email (using phone number or email
address on file) with an authentication code that the recipient must provide back to the merchant before disbursement is
processed.
• Address Verification: Validate the address performing a AVS/CVV2 check. This will verify that the address on file with
merchant matches the address on file with the issuer of the recipient PAN. This is likely already supported for ecommerce
merchants, but push-to-card merchants will need this capability as well. Consider combining this with a $0 authorization to
confirm the address match before submitting a financial transaction.
[10] Accept Batch Payment Files. Accept batch file payment requests.
(11) ‘Active account’ verification. Validate that the full PAN provided by the recipient is an active account. The timing to perform this
validation may depend on the timing of the PAN collection.
• If the PAN is collected well before a disbursement is made (e.g., insurance
company collects PAN at time that claim is submitted; claim may not be paid
until days later), it is recommended that a zero dollar authorization transaction
be performed. Initiating the zero dollar authorization will ping the issuer, who will
validate that the account is valid and open and minimize the risk that a PAN is
invalid, causing a transaction decline in the future.
• In a scenario where the PAN is collected immediately before disbursement, there
is no real need (from a user experience perspective) to perform a zero dollar
authorization to confirm the account is active. If the account is not active, the
transaction will be declined while the recipient is still engaged with the merchant.

Account Takeover
When an unscrupulous
individual poses as an intended
disbursement recipient, and
provide his/her own account
information to receive the funds
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Customer Support
[12] Prevent Unnecessary Declines. Every program should expect to experience declines at some point, but originating entities can
take steps to reduce unnecessary declines and have plans in place to educate/message to merchants and/or recipients when
declines do occur. Build capabilities as outlined in this section, to minimize unnecessary declines.
[13] Merchant education. Service providers should train merchants on what resources are available and how to use the platform. If
your solution is through a service provider, the third party should provide this education. If you chose to build a direct connect
solution, then you would be providing this training directly to your merchants.
[14] Exceptions Process. Although uncommon due to the nature of the Visa Direct OCTs, exception processing is available for
a limited number of post-transaction exceptions. Originating entities should establish a communication process to alert
merchants when an exception occurs, as well as a process on how the merchant would file for:

Non-receipt of funds
by recipient

Errors such as wrong
recipient or wrong amount

Issuer Disputes
a transaction

Financial and Back Office Management
[15] Settlement. Service providers must ensure the appropriate settlement capabilities are established with their acquiring sponsor.
[16] Account Funding. To ensure the business as usual settlement process meets the requirements to support disbursements,
acquirers should consider the implementing one of following account funding models:
• Prefunded – Prefunding for mass disbursements is done as an asynchronous process between the treasuries. Usually
involved ACH or WIRE.
• Post funded – A credit line capability between the service provider and originator/company.
[17] Risk Controls. Acquirers who sponsor Visa Direct programs hold all financial responsibility for the programs they sponsor and
are required to ensure that all participants in all Visa Direct programs comply with application laws, regulations and Visa Rules.
Acquirers must perform due-diligence and monitoring in connection with its Visa Direct programs. These responsibilities include:
• All activities conducted with their BIN(s)
• All programs that they operate or sponsor
• All activities of any sponsored merchants and service providers including ensuring they comply with Visa Rules and Visa
Global Acquirer Risk Standards.
[18] Custom Reporting. Acquirers and their sponsored service providers/merchants may also need to create specialized reporting
for their program management and customer service needs (e.g. transactions research, exception processing, etc.). Most clients
subscribe to the SMS raw data files to create their custom reports. We go into more detail on reporting in the Visa Direct Reports
for Reconciliation section in this document.
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[19] Support Plan. Prepare client and staff materials and train support staff for basic elements of customer support, such as:
• Contact information and hours for customer service
• How to request service and card eligibility
• Funds availability
• Common problems and remedies
[20] Cross-border foreign exchange. Visa Direct has the capability to send funds across borders that is likely more cost effective and
convenient than traditional wire transfer. The following should be considered when establishing a new cross border Visa Direct
program:
1. Select optimal receive markets: OCT enablement may vary from market to market. Visa will collaborate with clients to:
• Identify optimal receive markets
• Understand authorization performance and fast funds enablement for each market
• Jointly agree on the identified markets with Visa
As part of the program approval process, Visa will also review the proposed program’s origination and recipient markets
from a risk perspective. Visit the Visa Direct page at www.VisaOnline.com for additional information regarding the Visa
Direct Program Approval Process.
Note: As with cross-border purchase transactions, cross-border OCTs to comprehensively sanctioned countries are
prohibited.
2. Perform eligibility checks: For cross-border transactions, originating entity should check to ensure that the country that the
recipient resides in is part of the client’s approved cross-border program. Complete this check by performing a lookup on
the destination PAN to confirm the card is issued in a country that was approved during the program approval process.
3. Establish foreign exchange rates: The originating entity may either use Visa’s foreign exchange rates for cross-border
transactions, or their own. Visa Direct APIs provide the ability to calculate the foreign exchange using the daily Visa FX rates.
These are the same rates used by Visa for purchase transactions.
• Originating entity may choose to “mark up” the Visa FX rate as they wish
• Originating entity must have the ability to inform recipients (or merchants) how much the recipient will receive in their
local currency
• For additional information, visit the Visa Currency Exchange Calculator at https://usa.visa.com/support/consumer/travelsupport/exchange-rate-calculator.html
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Building out your operations model

In addition to building an application platform, originating entities should think about
how to connect to VisaNet to initiate transactions and support the processing lifecycle.

Making connections
Originating entities who intend to build their own solution must connect directly to Visa, using traditional International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) message format or Visa’s APIs.

ISO Connection
An ISO connection provides flexible, reliable, and secure access to Visa’s payment systems. If you have an existing ISO connection to
VisaNet that supports SMS, Visa recommends using this for your Visa Direct processing. Additional configuration and testing may be
required. Establishing a new ISO connection as a VisaNet endpoint, requires significant lead-time, technical infrastructure and initial/
ongoing investment, separate from and prior to launching a Visa Direct program.

API Connection – Visa Direct Specific APIs

Will I connect directly to Visa?

M
ST
VE
IN
ER
GH

NT

ME

ST

VE

IN

HI

NO

ER

YES

W
LO

EN

T

Visa offers a series of APIs to initiate transactions and support value-added
services specific to Visa Direct. Many originating entities may find using
APIs simpler to implement than establishing a new ISO connection. You
may choose to use all the APIs, or a subset of them. Visa also offers general
APIs, for use with Visa Direct programs.

ISO

API

Find Enabler

Visa Direct Specific APIs – Required
Funds Transfer

Includes a suite of APIs to pull and push funds from/to Visa card accounts.

Visa Direct Specific APIs – Optional
Watch List Screening5

Offers a score that evaluates how closely an individual’s name, city, and country match to entries
in the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) watch list.

Reports

Delivers the data needed for reconciliation and includes both push (OCT) and pull (AFT)
transaction details and any exceptions such as chargebacks and reversals. This API provides a
subset of SMS RAW DATA that allows clients to reconcile processed transactions.

Transaction Query

Query the processing status of Visa Direct transactions in real-time as well as other related
transactions that are part of the Visa Direct suite of transactions.

Account Look-up

Look-up key characteristics of a recipient card before initiating the transfer, such as country, card
type, block status, etc. Often used with a funds transfer to/from a Visa payment account.

(for example, Funds Transfer
Attribute Inquiry [FTAI] or Value
Added ACNL file)

Visa provides the watch list screening API for convenience only. You may not rely on the watch list screening score and are solely responsible for your own compliance with
applicable laws and regulations.
5
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General Visa APIs - Optional
Payment Account Validation:
Account Verification

Pre-validates an account by screening for lost, stolen, or expired accounts, which increases the
probability of a successful, seamless transaction flow.

($0 Authorization)

Payment Account Validation:
Address Verification

Clients can optionally elect to have Address Verification and/or Card Verification Value 2 (CVV2)
Validation done at the same time as account verification.

General Attributes

Provides easy access to general payment account attributes, such as product ID, product name,
card type, and issuer information using a valid Visa primary account number (PAN).

Note: The above APIs are available globally and can be used by API or ISO connected endpoints, with the exception of Payment
Account Validation, which is only available in Canada, the U.K. and U.S., and the Funds Transfer API, which is available for API
connections only.
For more information on the Visa Direct APIs and their availability in your region or country, contact your regional Visa representative.
In addition, refer to the Visa Developer Center.

Push Payment Gateway Service (PPGS)
When enabling a Visa Direct solution, consider connecting to other non-Visa debit card networks in the U.S. using Visa’s Push Payment
Gateway Service. The Push Payment Gateway Service provides the ability to process AFTs and OCTs for other networks through a
single point of access. Visa translates and reformats the message into the correct network format, rather than you needing to develop
and maintain transaction formats for each debit network.
Authorization, clearing, settlement, reporting and exception processing are all supported. Each network has custom settlement
times, but the Push Payment Gateway Service and VisaNet manage the settlement timing differences and align to a single window to
simplify the process for clients.
Debit network fees and charges are billed and collected through the VisaNet Settlement Service (VSS). Network fees and charges are
accumulated daily and pended for settlement on the last day of the month for all networks. The pended settlement is reflected in the
daily interchange/fees reports. Interchange for Visa is settled daily but gateway interchange is monthly.
The Push Payment Gateway Service is available to support other debit networks using the following APIs:
•
•
•
•

Funds Transfer
Reports
Transaction Query
Funds Transfer Attribute Inquiry

Check with your Visa representative to confirm if the Push Payment Gateway Service is available in your market.
For additional information, refer to the Push Payment Gateway Service (PPGS) Implementation Guide on Visa Online.
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Visa Direct value-added services
Visa provides additional value added services that offer additional or different options than those listed above.

Visa Direct Account Look-up File
Depending on how originating entities choose to build out their network, a second, file query option, is available to perform an
account lookup. The Visa Direct Account Look-up file, also commonly referred to as the ACNL file, contains the same data regarding
Visa card accounts as the API query:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Issuer name
Issuer country code
Billing currency
Account type
Fast Funds participation status
Recipient issuer is OCT-enabled

The Account Lookup File is generated daily and delivered to subscribers with API connections via Visa File Exchange Services (VFES),
Open File Delivery (OFD/ISO), or Extended Access (EA), based on the established subscription frequency. This file could be referenced
weekly or monthly as there is little or no change in the data.
Note: The Account Look-up File is only for Visa card accounts and is available for Push Payment Gateway Service participants where
PPGS is available. In Europe, this file is only available on Visa Online, on a monthly basis; the file contains static data as a spreadsheet,
which acquirers can use and download to their software/terminals.

Visa Direct Acquirer Velocity Control Service
The Acquirer Velocity Control Service allows originating entities to manage risk by setting transaction limits. Available through Visa
Online and for API-connected clients only, for example, transaction and velocity limits can be set for:
• Velocity control type (count/amount/both)
• Business Application Identifier (BAI)
• Multi-currency transactions to facilitate cross-border funds transfer where cross-border is available
The Acquirer Velocity Control Service is available in all regions for Visa transactions, and for non-Visa transactions processed via
the Push Payment Gateway Service (where PPGS is offered). The amount is captured as USD in the tool but will be applied in the
transaction currency. Controls are cumulative and common for Visa and Push Payment Gateway Service transactions.

Real Time Visa Account Update (VAU)
Real Time VAU integrates the VAU account updates into the VisaNet authorization process for merchant-initiated transactions and
enables real-time updates. Consider using Visa’s Real Time VAU capability to limit decline rates due to invalid/expired cards.

Tokenization of PANs
A payment token is an “alternate identifier” that can be used in place of Primary Account Number (PAN) to initiate a payment
transaction. This provides the ability for protected systems to store tokens instead of raw sensitive encrypted data. Payment tokens are
global, interoperable, and compatible with existing payment technologies (web, near-field communication [NFC], and POS standards).
They allow enablement with selective authorization rules based on use-case (domain restriction) and are complementary to threedomain (3-D) Secure, EMV and payment card industry (PCI) standards.
For more information on Tokens, refer to Visa Token Service.
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Knowing your limits
Authorization performance is critical to the success of any Visa Direct program. When planning for, as well as when a program is live
in market, it is important to understand the factors that influence an authorization approval or decline. Declines are part of normal
payment processing and every program should expect to experience declines. It is however, important to prevent unnecessary
declines whenever possible, to maintain a positive customer experience.

Transaction and Velocity Limits
Let’s begin with understanding how a program may be affected by transaction and velocity limits established by the various
stakeholders in the four-party model.
VisaNet limits
Limits are applied on each transaction and enforced by VisaNet based on the program type as identified by the Business Application
Identifier (BAI) and may vary by jurisdiction, country and program basis.
Transaction: To ensure a positive user experience for your clients, the originating entity should confirm that the amount of a single
transaction for funds disbursement programs is equal or less than the Visa limit of US$50,000.00.6 Any single transaction over that
amount would be declined by VisaNet. Issuers may choose to establish transaction limits on their own platforms, which are lower
than the limits enforced by Visa.
• Velocity: VisaNet also enforces maximum velocity limits for OCTs to a single Visa recipient card account. These are the maximum
number or aggregated dollar amounts of OCTs that a single recipient account can receive in any 1, 7 or 30-day period. VisaNet
will decline any OCTs in excess of these amounts. Velocity limits are applied at an account level irrespective of the originator. It is
important to note that there could be multiple senders to a single recipient account, which are not visible to the service provider
or to the network, which might exceed the issuer’s established velocity limits and result in a decline. Cross border transaction and
velocity limits, while different for domestic transactions, should be considered in the same mind set as outlined for domestic limits.
•

Below are the velocity and transaction limits that Visa enforces, at the recipient account level for domestic and cross-border programs.
OCT Transaction
Type

6
7

Transaction
Category

Time Period
One Day

Seven Day

Thirty Day

Domestic

Non-money transfer7 OCT

150 transactions or
USD 100,000

250 transactions or
USD 250,000

750 transactions or
USD 500,000

Cross Border

Non-money transfer7 OCT

30 transactions or
USD 50,000

50 transactions or
USD 25,000

150 transactions or
USD 200,000

Amount limits will be defined for each program below the US$50,000.00 limit as necessary or as required by local laws or regulations.
Funds Disbursement/Non-Money Transfers, insurance settlement, payroll, government disbursement, etc.
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Issuer limits
Issuers generally have established transaction and/or velocity limits on their own platforms, based on their business model. These
limits may be more stringent (lower) than the limits enforced by Visa. That means that a transaction may be under Visa’s limits, but
could be declined by the issuer based on their more stringent limits.
Originator limits
Originating entities should consider establishing transaction and/or velocity controls on their own platforms, as a preventative
measure against preventable declines. Visa’s Acquirer Velocity Control Tool is available to originating entities connecting to Visa
through Visa Direct APIs. The tool provides the ability to establish controls by count and amount at various parameters. Clients may
elect to receive notifications when any established thresholds have been breached, enabling them to stop transactions until further
due-diligence has been performed. Establishing these controls prior to submission to Visa will help prevent many unnecessary
declines based on the transaction and velocity limits.
Account Validation
An issuer may decline an OCT for other valid reasons beyond transaction and velocity limits, including, expired card, invalid card
number, OCTs not permitted, card lost/stolen, etc. As with preventing declines related to transaction/velocity limits, originating
entities should also include capabilities to screen the card accounts and attributes before submitting the transaction, using the
recommended functions outlined in the Considering the Necessities for an Enabler section earlier in this document.
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In Summary
While declines are not desirable they do occur and it is best practice to take precautions to both prevent them and understand
what to consider when they do occur. Six reason codes that can potentially be prevented with effective capabilities:

Reason Codes

14

41

43

54

57

62

Invalid
account number

Pick up card Lost

Pick up card Stolen

Expire card/
no expire date

Transaction
not permitted

Restricted
card

For details regarding
authorization best
practices, refer to the Visa
Direct Authorization Best
Practices Rapid Reference.

Consider using Visa’s real-time VAU capability to limit decline rates due to invalid/expired cards.
Consider establishing acquirer velocity controls to self-screen or for API connected originating
entities, the Visa Direct Acquirer Velocity Control Tool can be used to perform this function.
Understand and plan for declines based on transaction or velocity limits.
Begin programs with smaller transaction amounts, such as $5000.
Ensure transaction data integrity and accuracy to confirm transaction will pass all VisaNet edits,
as specified in the Visa Direct Original Credit Transaction (OCT) - Global Implementation Guide.
Check to ensure that for cross border transactions, the recipient resides in a country that is part
of the client’s program, as defined in the solution’s Program Information Form (PIF).
Educate merchants about potential declines, especially for high ticket items.
Clearly message to merchants and/or recipients when declines occur. This can be easy to do
when recipient is on merchant site site/app—just ask for another PAN. When recipient is not on
merchant site/app it can be hard to do when the disbursement is attempted—need to send
text/email/call.
Consider a backup payment method such as resorting to an ACH transaction if the card
transaction is declined.
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VisaNet Settlement and Treasury Management
There are two types of settlement services, International Settlement Service (ISS) and National Net Settlement Service (NNSS).
Depending on the jurisdiction of the acquirer or the type of transaction, the acquirer may participate in one or both.
Capabilities

International Settlement Service (ISS)

National Net Settlement Service (NNSS)

Jurisdiction

• Cross-border transactions
• U.S. domestic transactions
• Domestic transactions for countries
without NNSS

• Participation mandate in place for countries
where NNSS exists

Settlement Window

• Settlement cutoff at 10:00 GMT daily

• Multiple settlement cutoff times

Currency

• Supports 25 settlement currencies

• Settle domestic transactions in local currency

How it Works
Each day settlement is processed, a funds transfer payment order or request for funds is sent to the acquirer or issuer. Each funds
transfer amount is the net of the client’s credit and debit transactions, plus or minus any fees charged via the Visa systems, for a 24hour period. Therefore, net settlement positions are calculated each day.
Visa will settle with the sponsoring acquirer of the program. For acquirers, this process would not change from the traditional
settlement process. For issuers who become acquirers in order to support Visa Direct, the process would also be the same as the
traditional settlement process, although it will include issuing and acquiring activity.
If participating in the Push Payment Gateway Service (PPGS) debit network fees and charges are billed and collected through the
VisaNet Settlement Service (VSS). Network fees and charges are accumulated daily and pended for settlement on the last day of the
month for all networks. The pended settlement is reflected in the daily interchange/fees reports. Interchange for Visa is settled daily
but gateway interchange is monthly.
Service providers must work with their sponsoring acquirer to ensure the appropriate settlement capabilities are established to
reconcile the settlement and transaction data.

Foreign Exchange (FX)
Visa’s Foreign Exchange (FX) Rates are available for Visa Direct programs. Foreign exchange rate files are loaded at 23:00 GMT Monday
to Friday. Any transaction made after 23:00 GMT is assessed the newest prevailing rate, until the next day at 23:00 GMT. Rates loaded
on Friday stay in effect until Monday.
For cross-border SMS OCTs, the prevailing foreign exchange rate at the time the transaction is submitted is established for the
acquirer. However, the foreign exchange rate for Visa and thereby the issuer may fluctuate depending on the rate at the time of
settlement. Clients receive daily reports that detail the calculated foreign exchange amount used for each transaction.
Note: The rate fluctuation applies to cross-border SMS OCTs only; it does not apply to AFTs.
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Visa Direct reports for reconciliation and research
Acquirers, service providers and merchants can subscribe to receive the VisaNet Settlement Service (VSS) reports and Single
Message System (SMS) reports and raw data files. Since these reports are aggregated, subscribers have the option to segregate OCT
transactions from other transaction through their configuration.
API-connected endpoints and ISO-connected endpoints receive reports through different channels. ISO connected endpoints receive
them through their existing Open File Delivery (OFD) connection. API-connectors receive them via File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

Commonly Requested API-connected Reports8
Topic

VSS Reports

SMS Reports and Raw Data

Used For

• Reconciliation and settlement
• Summary level reporting

• Transaction level research and customer
service
• Create custom reports
• Compare proprietary transaction to Visa
generated transaction data

Commonly Requested
Reports – Settlement &
Reconciliation

•
•
•
•
•

• SMS - 601: Acquirer Transaction Detail
• SMS - 611: Acquirer Chargeback Detail
• SMS - 615: Acquirer Adjustment and
Merchandise Credit Detail

Commonly Requested
Reports for PPGS
Participants

• VSS-610 Pending Fee Settlement Report (interchange)
• VSS-640 Pending Visa Charges Report (fees)

Commonly Requested
Reports for Exception
Management

• VSS – 115 (-M) SRE Settlement Recap Report
(daily, monthly)
• VSS-116 (-M) SRE Settlement Recap Report
(daily, monthly)

VSS-110: Settlement Summary Report
VSS-120: Interchange Value Report
VSS-130: Reimbursement Fees Report
VSS-140: Visa Charges Report
Refer to the VisaNet Settlement Service (VSS) User’s
Guide, Volume 2, for more details regarding available
VSS Reports.

• SMS – 610: Issuer Chargeback Detail
• SMS - 611: Acquirer Chargeback Detail
• SMS - 615: Acquirer Adjustment and
Merchandise Credit Detail

Service Provider/Merchant Reconciliation
Visa will settle all transaction activity with the sponsoring acquirer of the program. Service Providers must work with their sponsoring
acquirer to reconcile the settlement and transaction data.

8

Fees may apply. Please contact your Visa representative to learn more.
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Exception management: Visa Resolve Online interface
All Visa Direct programs must provide exception management support for both AFTs and OCTs.
Visa Resolve Online is accessible through Visa Online via a user interface or through development of custom system interfaces:
• User Interface (UI): Clients can research and respond to disputes via the UI, accessed through Visa Online. This plug and play
solution requires no client coding or testing, and is recommended for clients that do not have an existing back office platform or
process less than 5,000 disputes per month.
• Real Time System Interface (RTSI): Using a real time, web services interface, request and response calls are built to interact with a
client’s already existing back office platform. No dedicated technology interface is required as connectivity is through the internet.
Development and testing is required for initial launch as well as for bi-annual enhancement releases.
• Bulk System /RTSI Hybrid: Designed for clients with a mature dispute management system, Visa Resolve Online provides a batch
file interface, whereby the clients can send data to Visa Resolve Online. Dedicated connectivity via Visa File Exchange Service or
Direct Exchange (DEX) is required.
For more information on RTSI and Bulk System/RSTI Hybrid, contact your Visa representative.

Access Visa Resolve Online
To access Visa Resolve Online,
you’ll need to enroll in the service.
Follow the instructions on the “How
to Enroll in Visa Resolve Online” page
on Visa Online.
If you don’t have access to Visa
Online, follow these instructions to
enroll in Visa Online.
Once you get access, you’ll find
a link to Visa Resolve Online on the
Visa Online homepage, under
“My Services.”
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Here’s what to expect
Beginning the implementation phase
If you engage with a Service Provider for your program, they will provide you with information regarding their implementation/launch
process. If the decision is to proceed with a direct connect solution, our goal is for you to have an efficient and seamless onboarding
experience. We understand that planning can be a daunting task, so we put together this sequence of key milestones to help you
through the process.
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Implementation with Visa
(approximately 3 to 4 months)

Best practices for internal activities
Now that you have a better understanding of key milestones to ensure a seamless implementation experience, you are ready for
some specifics. Below is a checklist with recommended steps to help you measure the progress as you work through the milestones.
If you are building a custom solution, the Visa team will work with you.

9

General

•
•
•
•
•

Identify and develop key indicators to effectively monitor program performance
Support new Visa products and services, as they are introduced
Ensure you offer the correct use case to each market segment
Provide clear and easy to read information about the product and its benefits
Ensure the following representation is included on your project team:
– Program Lead(s)
– Data Security Compliance9
– Client Technical Contact
– Testing/Systems Control9
– Project Manager9
– Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
– Payment Network Liaison

Technology

• Have staff who can interpret Visa’s API technical documentation to code to API specs
• Have technical support staff who can successfully implement and maintain the API connection
according to Visa specifications and requirements
• Deploy processes and best practices for handling timeouts and errors
• Support for message level encryption for message processing
• Successfully test and complete applicable testing processes related to initial implementation as well
as future changes
• Code for and successfully test for Visa’s monthly API releases as necessary
• Log all incoming and outgoing messages
• Utilize VisaNet batch file processing format to receive settlement reports
• Have 24x7 operations support available to monitor and respond to any critical API errors/outages

Third Party (Processor, Vendor, or Sponsor) resources as needed.
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Disputes

• Maintain or outsource dispute and exception item management functions:
– Utilize Visa Resolve Online, or
– Develop in-house back-office systems, or
– Utilize services of a registered and payment card industry (PCI)-compliant third-party
• Apply transaction lifecycle control

Fraud and Risk
Controls

• Request the appropriate information to ensure the onboarding process supports required AML/KYC
controls

Product
Implementation

• Inform the implementation area about the product’s characteristics
• Clearly outline the differences between purchase and Visa Direct transaction use cases and be ready
to provide operational support

Processing
authorizations

• Ensure that updates to programs do not affect system availability
• If using a third party, ask the service provider/vendor to provide you with statistics on the availability
or its systems performance of authorizations
• Understand transaction/velocity limits and their impact on authorization processing

Merchant
Onboarding

• Inform the merchant clearly about the onboarding process

Customer Service

• Keep customer service informed of any problems pertaining to systems, communications or
availability that could affect services
• Establish complaint process and use to identify problems in onboarding/processing

Support Plan

• Prepare client and staff materials and train support staff for basic elements of customer support

Training Plan

• Ongoing training during deployment and post implementation to ensure the operational teams are
educated and are able to support the product
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Let the fun begin
Now that we have reviewed the functionality and connection options, lets review the critical iems to focus on when you are
beginning your plan.
Right Now

By Implementation Kickoff

Before You Go Live

Finalize program solution strategy
(Direct Connect vs. Service Provider)
If Service Provider approach is selected:
Identify and select a service provider and
obtain a sponsoring acquirer (if necessary)

Implementation activities are led by the Service
Provider

Initiate project with service provider(s)

Discuss business operations plan with Service
Provider

If direct connect approach is selected:
Obtain sponsoring acquirer

Sponsoring acquirer confirmed

Acquirer submit program for Visa’s approval
Program Implementation Form (PIF)

Confirm program approved by Visa

Identify resource needs and build your project
team

Ensure project team is resources and ready to
engage

Begin working on activities that require long
lead-times

Continue work on activities that have long leadtimes

Begin development for:
• Application Platform
• Connectivity/processing solution
• Connection to other networks using PPGS
(and engage with selected networks to
initiate their onboarding process)
• ACNL vs. Account Lookup API
• Exception Management Solution
• Settlement Hierarchy & Solution

Development activities are complete
Execute project plan activities as agreed at
Project kick off with assigned Visa Implementation kickoff
Manager
Successfully complete testing
Complete all configuration activities in
production environment

If applicable, confirm all non-Visa networks
have completed program approval and any
required configuration
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Of course you
have questions
The following are some
frequently asked questions
regarding Visa Direct

Q:

Are there other types of use cases for Visa Direct other than those discussed in this
document?
Yes, for instance there are person to person use cases10 such as person-to-person
payments. These use cases are executed through the use of different transaction types
along with the OCT. For more information contact your Visa representative.

Q:

How is OCT different from a purchase transaction?
A purchase transaction is used to debit a cardholder’s Visa account for the purchase of a
good or service. Visa cardholder’s eligible account is debited and the merchant’s account is
credited. Purchase transactions have a processing code of YY.
An OCT transaction credits the cardholder’s Visa account to enable services such as10
person-to-person, funds disbursement, prepaid loads and credit card bill payments.
An OCT cannot be used for the purchase of goods or services. OCT transactions have a
processing code of 26.

Q:

How is OCT different from a merchandise return?
A merchandise return is used to provide a credit or refund to a cardholder returning a
good. The transaction is linked to the original purchase of the product.
While the OCT also provides a credit, it is an original credit transaction that is not linked
to any prior purchase. An OCT message also includes additional fields that contain
transaction information important to an issuer.

Q:

Can an acquirer or merchant reverse a Visa Direct transaction to pull funds back from
the issuer?
No, a Visa Direct OCT is a good funds transaction that cannot be reversed once approved.

Q:

What is the difference between the acquiring bank and issuing bank in a Visa Direct
transaction?
The acquiring bank is the party who is executing the transaction for the merchant, they
are the sender of the funds. The issuing bank is the party who is receiving the funds on
behalf of the cardholder or recipient in the transaction. Visa will debit the acquiring banks
account and credit the issuing banks account.

Q:

How do I determine the maximum transaction limit that won’t be declined?
The short answer is there is none. Based on multiple variables there is no way to
conclusively say one specific limit will never get declined. Refer to the Know your limits
section earlier in this guide for more information.

Q:

How does Visa Direct help with merchant settlement?
Visa Direct can help enable faster payouts to merchants of the funds that they earn.
Traditionally, these earned funds are paid out at the end of the day via an ACH to the
merchant’s bank account. The OCT can be used to push funds faster (within 30 minutes)
to the bank account associated with the merchant’s eligible debit card. In effect, the ACH
transaction payout is being directly replaced by an OCT message.

10

Use cases are for illustrative purposes only. Program providers are responsible for their programs and compliance with any applicable laws and regulations.
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Key terms
The following are key terms associated with a Visa Direct program.
Term

Description

Anti-Money
Laundering

A term used to describe those statutorily required controls that must be utilized by financial institutions to
prevent their product or services from being used for money laundering activities.

Account Funding
Transaction (AFT)

A type of VisaNet purchase transaction that can be used to pull funds from Visa card accounts for the
purpose of funding other non-merchant accounts; the receiving account, for example,
•
•
•
•

Loading or topping up prepaid card accounts
Moving funds into another financial account such as a CD or IRA
Acting as a funding source for person-to-person (P2P) money transfers
Adding value to a digital wallet

Acquirer

A financial institution that signs merchants to take card transactions. Some acquirers also process card
transactions on behalf of those merchants or companies they have signed up.

Application
Programming
Interfaces (API)

Web-services based messages that merchants can use to send value-add and financial messages to Visa.
Visa Direct APIs include financial APIs for OCTs and Account Funding Transactions (AFTs) and non-financial
APIs such as foreign exchange, account look-up, and account verification.

Funds Disbursement

An OCT-based program that provides the ability for a government entity or merchant (such as
corporations, insurance companies, and government agencies) to send funds directly to a recipient’s Visa
card account.

Issuer

In the context of this document, the Visa client financial institution that has issued the recipient’s Visa card.
The recipient issuer receives the OCT and credits the recipient’s Visa account with the funds. Also referred
to as recipient issuer.
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Term

Description

Merchant

A business that is requesting to send an OCT.

National Net
Settlement Service
(NNSS)

National Net Settlement Service (NNSS) is a VisaNet-enabled service that helps countries authorize, clear,
report, and settle domestic transactions in their own currency using a local settlement.

Original Credit
Transaction (OCT)

Push payment capability is delivered through the use of the Original Credit Transaction (OCT), a
Visa network transaction that enables eligible Visa cards to receive push payment credits. Visa Direct
originating entities can submit OCTs either as ISO-formatted messages through a Visa network endpoint
connection or directly into the Visa network as an API call using the Funds Transfer APIs. Originators can
use this transaction and the underlying framework of rules and controls to create new consumer and
business-facing servic es.

Originating Entity

Acquirers, service providers, or merchant disbursement platforms that manage a funds disbursement
push payment program with Visa Direct.

Person to Person

Visa Direct OCT-based program that provides the ability for an individual to send funds to his/her own Visa
account, to another individual’s Visa account, or movement of funds from a digital wallet to a Visa card
account.
While all OCTs represent the transfer of funds, in this guide and Visa Direct documentation, person to
person refers to Person-to-Person (P2P) or (PP) money transfer services, Account to Account (AA) money
transfer, bank initiated P2P money transfer services and the transfer of funds from/to a digital wallet (WT).

Recipient

The recipient is the Visa cardholder that receives the OCT funds from the sender. In the case of a Funds
Disbursement transaction, the sender would be the merchant. For a person to person transaction, the
sender would be a consumer.

Service Provider

An acquirer-sponsored third party agent that enables OCT-based services on behalf of an acquirer and/or
offers OCT-based services to Merchants.

Velocity Limits

Limits to the number or total value of OCTs received to a particular Visa account over a period of time.

VisaNet

A collection of systems and services through which Visa delivers online financial processing, authorization,
clearing, and settlement services to clients. This includes the V.I.P. System, Visa Europe Authorization
Service (VEAS), Visa Europe Clearing and Settlement Service (VECSS), and BASE II.

VisaNet Settlement
Service (VSS)

A service that consolidates the settlement of all Visa products and services into one process. VSS provides
flexibility in defining settlement reporting hierarchies and their corresponding reporting and funds
transfer points.
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Related resources

The following table outlines publications that are similar to this document but discuss topics in further depth or other use cases for
Visa Direct such as person-to-person payments. All of the Visa Direct publications are available on the Visa Direct Resources page at
www.VisaOnline.com.

Visa Direct Original Credit Transaction
(OCT)—Global Implementation Guide

Provides an overview of original credit transactions (OCTs), implementation
requirements and guidelines for recipient issuers and acquirers, service providers
and merchants, including data elements for each type of OCT.

Account Funding Transaction (AFT):
Processing Guide

Provides an overview of account funding transactions (AFTs), requirements and best
practices for issuers, program considerations and requirements for acquirers, service
providers and merchants, including transaction data elements unique to AFTs.

Visa Direct VSS Reports on
Visa Online (VOL)

Provides step-by-step instructions to access and obtain the VisaNet Settlement
Service (VSS) reports.

Visa Direct Reports—User Guide

Visa acquirers offering Visa Direct using the API option can download relevant
transaction data reports by accessing their profile on Visa Online. This guide
provides step-by-step instructions to access and obtain the reports.

Visa Direct Acquirer Velocity
Controls on VOL (PDF)

Visa acquirers offering Visa Direct using the application programming interface
(API) option can establish velocity controls to control the transaction volume being
processed under their Bank Identification Numbers (BINs) by originators. This guide
provides step-by-step instructions to establish those limits.
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